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Part A.

What does your smile
say about you? Let’s
learn how to keep those
smiles coming!

Each tooth has a special job. Draw a line to
match the tooth type to its purpose.

Tooth Type

This diagram
shows the types
of permanent
teeth. Draw a
star on the teeth
that you have,
and put an X on
the teeth that
haven’t grown
in yet.

Purpose

1. Bicuspids

a. Sharp, chisel-like shapes
help cut and bite into food

2. Incisors

b. Flat surface to help crush
and tear food

3. Cuspids

c. Bumpy surface helps grind
food

4. Molars

d. Resemble fangs and help
tear food

Unscramble these super smart steps to care for your teeth.
1. n
 srie

_ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ with fluoride to help prevent cavities,
strengthen teeth, and remove particles brushing may miss.

2. h u r b s 	___ ___ ___ ___ ___ with a kid-sized toothbrush like
REACH® WONDER GRIP®.
3. s f l o s 	___ ___ ___ ___ ___ to reach in between teeth where the
toothbrush can’t.

Part B.

e

Let’s write a song called Brush to the Rhythm. Read the
three words to use in your song. Then add your own!
	brush, floss, rinse, __________________,

______________________, __________________________
What favorite tune do you want to use? Write
the name of the song here.

x

____________________________________________________
Now, be a rock star. Use your word list and
your favorite tune to write your own
Brush to the Rhythm song or rap. Sing it when you
brush your teeth at home. Sing it for your friends!
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Brush Up on Dental Health
• Always use an anticavity fluoride
rinse after brushing to protect
against cavities and strengthen teeth.
LISTERINE® SMART RINSE® provides
12-hour cavity protection and makes
teeth over 50% stronger than
brushing alone.
• Don’t forget to get a new toothbrush
like the Reach® Batman™ or
Reach® Wonder Grip® toothbrush
every three months or after you have
been sick with a cold or flu.

Use only as directed.

